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ABSTRACT 

In !he present study the maill emphasis is 011 performallce measures of computer lletwork giving prime importallce lo 
average packel delay alld packel loss occurrillg ill de/iverillg a packel from source lo desti11atio11 ill high speed traffic, the 
promi11enl factors in data comm11nica1ion. The s111dy focuses Oil developillg models employillg q11e11illg theo,y as a loo/ for 1he 
integrated digital netll'orks. which are used to illlegrale m11/1iple illp111 chanllels (like l'Oice, data, images, 1•ideo etc.) illlo 
single trallsmission line and make the Network as high- speed data llern·ork. The queuillg the01}' is applied as a primary tool 
for analyzing !he network delay. The use of queuing models for delay analysis provides a basis for adequa1e delay 
approximatiolls, as well as l'Clluable qua/italive results worthwhile illsighls for !he performance ewilualion of high :,peed dala 
Ile/works 

I TRODUCTIO 

The research activity in the area of broadband 
integrated networking (B-[SDN) have been expanding 
at a rapid pace. There will be no surprise knowing that 
the future B-ISDN/ATM networks promise to provide 
the means to transport diverse traffic streams with 
variable traffic characteristics and Performance 
requirements. In future broadband high-speed 
networks, asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) packet 
switches should be able to support diverse applications 
such as voice, data, image, video and even unknown 
services, which have different traffic characteristics and 
shall require quality of service quality of service (QoS)). 

The representative Quality of service (QoS) of 
ATM connections are end-to-encl delay and loss 
probability of packets. To support multiple classes of 
traffic in multimedia networks, priority mechanisms can 
be used. Multiple priority levels are provided, and 
different priority levels are given to different class of 
traffic. Thus, it is necessary to distinguish packets and 
assign priorities to them based on their delay and loss 
constrains in networks. The delay-priority control 
schemes are usuaU y performed by scheduling the order 
of service of each packet according to its priority by 
scheduling the order to service of each packet 
according to its priority and buffer status. The simplest 
scheme is the head-of-line (HOL) priority control, 
which always schedules the delay-sensitive traffic first 
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[Bae 94, Choi 98, Grav 91, Klei 75, Lee 01, Wair 
03]. But this scheme degrades severely the perfonnance 
of low-priority traffic as the portion of high-priority 
traffic increases. There are other delay-priority control 
schemes proposed to satisfy the delay constrains of 
each traffic. These are the minin,um laxity threshold 
(MLT) [Chip 89] queue- length threshold [Gold 77) 
and head-of-line with priority jumps (HOL-PJ) [Lim 
90]. 

Specifically, head-of-line priority (HOL) scheduling 
can cause excessive delays for the low-priority class, 
especially if the network is highly loaded. In order of 
find a solution for this problem, several dynamic priority 
schemes have been proposed in the literature. A class 
of dynamic priority schemes is the queue-length 
threshold scheduling discipline (QLT). In these 
discipline, the priority queues are served depending 
on their queue length [Chip 89, Choi 01, Choi 98. 
Frat 90, Knes 02, Lee 98]. Another class of dynamic 
priority schemes is the head-of-Line with priority jumps 
(HOL-PJ) disciplines. This discipline was introduced 
by Lim and kobza. In a queuing system with this type 
of discipline, high-priority packets arrive in a high
priority queue, while low priority arrive in a low priority 
queue (and the packets in the high priority queue thus 
have service priority over packets in the low priority 
queue) However, packets (at the head) of the low
priority queue can jump to (the end ot) the high-priority 
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queue. Many criteria can be used to decide when low

priority packets jumps, e.g., a maximum queuing delay 

in the low-priority queue, a queue length threshold of 

the low priority queue, a random jumping probability 

per time unit [ Lim 90]. 

In this chapter, we develop a new priority scheme 

Head-of-Linc with Discretionary Priority jumps [HOL

DP] with a parameter#. which yields the probability 
that the contents of the low priority queue jumps to the 

end of the high-priority queue. In the real-time 

communication, we cannot store (buff er) data for longer 

period of time. In this model. high priority packet jumps 
directl y into service station and low priority packets 

are interrupted, whi le the low priority packets are 

rctran. mitted only after the completion of high speed 

priority packets. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

In this section, we investigate a discrete-time 

queuing system with one server and two queues 
whereby the capacity of the queue is infinite. Time is 

assumed to be slotted and the transmission time of 
packet is one slot. There arc two types of traffic arriving 

in the system. namely packets of class I and packets 

of class 2, which arrive in the first and second queue 

respectively. The number of arrivals of class j during 
slot k is denoted by a , U = I, 2) and the a , ·s are ,.. )·• 

independent and ident ically distributed (i. i. d.) from 

slot - to-slot. I lowever, in one slot, the number of 
arrivals of one class can be correlated with the number 

of arrivals of the other class. This dependence is 

characterized by their joint probability mass function 

(pmf) a(m, n): 

a(m. n) == Prob[a a = m, a2.k = n ], 

and by the joint probability generating function (pgf) A 
(21,22): 

A(z ,,22) == E[z·"·k 22 a2.k] 

The total number of arriving packets during slot k is 
denoted by 
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Au== a1.k +a2.k and its pgf is defined asA
1 
(z) == E[zj1.k] 

=A(z. L). 

Further, we define the marginal pgf's of the number 
of arrivals from class I and class 2 during a slot as: 

A
1
(z) == E[zJl.k] ==A( I , z) and A, (z) == E[z·'2·kJ ==A(L I) 

respectively. 

From these pgf's, we can ca lculate the arrival rate of 
classj: 

A == E[a ] = A ' ( I ). 
I J.k J 

The total arrival Rate is the sum of the arrival rates 
of both classes: 

, .. , = A ' I( I)= A, + 1.2 

I (z,) is a distribution for interrupted packet.~ of 
mt _ 

class 2 whose mean is A 
int 

The system has one server that provides the 
transm ission of packets. at a rate of one packet per 
slot. Newly arriving packets can enter service at the 
beginning of the slot following their arrival slot at the 
earliest. Cells in queue l have a higher priority than 
those in queue 2. Hence, when there arc packets in 
the fi r.-.t queue, they have service priority and only when 
the first queue is empty, packets in the second queue 
can be served. Within a queue, the service discipline is 
FlFO. In each slot, the contents of queue 2 jump to 
queue I with probabilit} B- The jumps occur at the 
end of the slot and the jumping packets arc scheduled 
after the contents of the first queue at the end of the 
slot. 

SYSTEM CONTE TS 

We have derived the steady- state joint pgf of the 
system contents of both queues in this section. We 
assume that the packet in service (if any) is part of the 
queue that is serviced in the slot. We denote the system 
contents of queue j at the beginning of slot k by u , 

)-• 

and the total system contents at the beginning of slot k 
byuu 

The joint pgfof u1.k and u2.k is denoted by Uk (21, z): 

U (L 2 ) == E[z ul.k 2 "2·k ] 
k I ' :! I 1 

System contents of both queues evolve in time 
according to the following system equations: 
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f. u,., = o: 
I u2_, - I J+ + A, + a2_, With probability p 

LJ l.k+I = (5.3.1 ) 

with probability 1-P 

0 with probability p 

(5.3.2) 

lu2, -1 ]"'- with probability 1-P 

lu l.k - J]+ + u2_k +an+ a2_k + Im,(2) 

ul.k+I= withprobabilityp 

(5.3.3) 

I u, , -1 j+ + a1., with probability 1-P 

I u2_, - I 1+ +A, + au with probability p 

u , k+I= (5.3_4) 

uu + a2_, with probability 1-P 

System equation (5.3.1 ) and (5.3.2) can be explained 
a<;foUow~: 

If high priority cla<;s queue is empty at the beginning 
of slot k, a packet of low priority class is served during 
slot k, the remaining packeb of low priority queue and 
the arriving packets of the low priority queue jump 
with a probability of p to high priority queue. On the 
other hand, if there is at least one packet present in 
high priority queue and low priority packet is in service, 
then the service of low priority queue is interrupted 
and the high priority packet jumps at the service station 
with p probabi lity lsystem equation (5.3.3) and 
(5.3.4 )]. 

Calculation of the joint pgf of the system contents 
of both queues at the binning of slot k + I yields: 

u (2 2, ) = Ef 2 uU..-12, u2.k+I ] = Ef 2 uU+l2,uu+1 { u = k+ I I _ I _ I _ I ,k 
O}] + 

E[2 ul.k+l2 u2.k+l {u > 
I 2 l.k 
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=PE[2 ·•UH2.k+ u2.k ' {u =0}]+ I l.k 
PE[2, ul.k+u2.k+aU+a2.k 1+1(111 

{ ua>0}] +( 1 - P) E[2/·' z/ 2-• -

1+a2., { u = ()} ]+( 1 - P)E[z u I. k-1+,tl.k z u2.a2.k { u > 0} I 1.k I 2 l.k 
= P2, 'Elzt·k +al.kl E[z, u2.k { ul.k = ()}] + Pz, 'E[zt .k 
+"2.k]I (2,)Elz ul.k+u2.k {u >0}J mt _ I U 

+(1 - P)z 'E[zaU2,•2-·JE[2,"2
·' u =0}]+ (1-P) 2 I _ _ 1.k 

z1 
1E[z1•

11 zt kJ (5.3.5) 

E[z "'-'2,u2.k {u >0} J 
I - IJ 

Using the system equations. we from the following 
relation between U,+i (21, 22) and U/z,, 22): 

To define the steady-state distribution of the system 
contents. U(z1, 2) as: 

U(z,. z2) = lim U, (z,, t 2) 

k➔oo 

Apply ing this limit in equation and to determine 
equation for U(z1, z2) as: 

[2/21 - 1 )U (0,0)+ z/ I - \,) U(0, z2)+ 2),m, 

U(z,, z2) ] 

U(z1, z2)= [z/ z, - I )U (0,0)+ 2/ 1 -\"') U(z 1,z2)] 

PA(z,, z2) z2
(z, - ( 1 - P) A(z,, z

2
) 

[z1(z2- l )U (0.0)+ (z
1
-22)U{0, 22)) 

+(I - P)A(z1,1} 
(5.3.7) 

z2(z, - ( I - P) A(z,. z2) 

ln the right hand side of equation (5.3.7), there 
are three quantities yet to be determined, namely the 
factions U(0, z2) and U(21, z,) and the constant U(0,0). 
First we compute the function U(z,, z,) by substituting 
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the value of z2 by z, in equation (5.3.7) 

A(z,, z,) (z, - I )U(0,0) 

(5.3.8) 

U(z, z) = U/z) = E[z"n' ], is the pgf of the totalsystem 
contents. 

This expression is identical to the generating f unclion 
of the system contents of a queue with a FCFS
discipline and with one class (with arrivals detemlined 
by ~(z)). This is expected. because for the total system 
contents, it does not matter in which order the packets 
are being served. Next, we can determine the constant 
U(0,0) from equation (5.3.8) by substituting z, by I , 
by applying the normalizalion condition U( I , l ) = I and 
by using L' Hospital's rule. The result is the probability 
of having an empty system is U(0,0) = 1 -A,_ 

Final ly, we derive an expression for the function u 
(0, z2). The equation z,= ( I - P)A(z,, zJ has one 
solution in the unit circle for z'- which is denoted by y(, 
z2) in the remainder, and which is implicitly defined by 
)'(P z) = ( I - P) A(y <P. z). z). Since )'(P, zJ is a 
zero of the denominator of the right hand side of 
equation (5.3.8) and since a generation function remains 
finite in the unit circle. )'(p. z

2
) must also be a zero of 

the numerator. 

/JA ,f }</3. :,)//:/-;</3. :_J- /JU(O,OJ+:).,.,,,U, (}</3 .:,))/ 
U(O.Z2!= 

-;</3 . :,J/:2-)(/3. :.J+ /3A,()(/3. :~J.:1)/A,.,,- l!/ 

( 5.3. 9) 

+ }{/3, z.2)(:2
-1 )U(0,0) 

{(:2-}{ /3 , :2))+ _/3Aj }{ /3 . :)) :1 ( A,,,,- 1)] 

After substituting the values of U(O,z
2

) and 

U(z,,z,) in equation (5.3.7) 

{

[/JA( z,, Z1)),z2( z,-1)+ 

(1-/J)A( z,,z/z, ( z1-l)U(O,O)] 

U(Z
1
,Z

1
)= 

z./z. l -(l -/3)A/:1, ~)) 
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+[/3A( z. ,, z.)k2( z.,- 1 )+( l-/3)A(z.,.z./z., ( z.21 )U(O,O)} 

-:./ z.1-( l-/3)A .,( z. ,. z.
2

) ) 

+ f /3A ( :I' :)).z.2( I -All,,)+( l-/3)A(:l'z./ ( :1-z.)J 

:/:,-(1-)A (z.r :)) 

(5.3. 10) 

{

xf3A,I.'tf f3. :::.~)! /~/'tf./3. _:::.,/- ! JU(O.OJ+~).,,,:U, (}f {3. :::.)JI 

}f {3. ~,!-/(~2-}f./3.~,))+ {3A ,( }f/3 ... ,i) •. _,(A,,,,,) / I 
(5.3./1) 

+ }{/3, z.)-(:
2
-l )U(0.0) 

[(z.!-}{/3' :2))+ /3A.,(}{/3 . :)):lA,,,, ) 1 

from this joint pgf we can calculate the marginal pgf's 
U ( z.)(j= 1,2) of the system contents of class j : 

1 

U.(:=lim E(z"'-k) = U(z. I ) 
1 

U(z, I )=/JA.,(:)(:-1 )/3A .,(:)All,, A ,/z.)(:-1 )U(O,O) 

+ /3Aj:)( I-All,,)+( l-/3)A / -;.)( -;.- / ) 

(z-( l-/3)A I (l)) 

X /3A .,(y ( /3. I))! A ( /3, l )-/ )U(O,O)+A,,,,UJ A( /3, l )) I 

}{ /3. I )f 1-y ( /3, l )+ /3A .,(}( /3. I)( l ll, -1) I 

U, (z.)= lim E(z"2·k) = U( l.z) 
-} 

U( I .z)= ( 1- /J)A( /, z)(:::.-1 )U(O,O)-f/3:::.( I-A )+( 1-{3) ,,,, 

A( /, -:,)(1<-,J/ z/JA(f. :::. ) 

{
• /JA,lr r/J..cl'. _1 ,rr ( ~.,1-11uro.01+c)· .. P,ir r P.cll/ } 

}f. /3.~J/(,._-y ( /3,~!!+ {3A ,{''I. /3- ~U A,,,-1) I 
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+(y (,z)(z-l)U(O,O)[(z-y(/3,z)) + {3,A/y ( {3,z))z(J..,,,,
l))j 

(5.3. 12) 

PACKET DELAY 

The packet delay is defined as the total amount of 
time that a packet spends in the system, i.e., the number 
of the slots between the end of the packets arrival slot 
and the end of its departure slot. We have derived 
expressions for the pgfs of the packets delay of both 
classes. 

Since a jump of the contents of queue 2 to queue 
1 takes place at the end of the slot, the newly arriving 
packets of class l are queued in front of packets that 
jump in the same slot. As a consequence, the packet 
delay of a tagged class 1 packet only depends on the 
system contents of queue 1 at the beginning of its arrival 
slot. This also mean that the packet delay of a tagged 
class 1 packet is the same as in a corresponding single 
class system with only packets of class 1 arriving. The 
amount of time a tagged class 1 packet spends in the 
system is as given below: 

d 
1 
= [ u u - I]+ + f l.k + 1 

(5.4.1) 

Where, slot k is assumed to be the arrival slot of 
the tagged packet. uu is the system contents of queue 
1 at the beginning of the slot and fa is defined as the 
total number of class 1 packet that arrive during slot k 
and which have to be served before the tagged packet. 
Indeed, the tagged class 1 packet has to wait in queue 
1 until all packets that work already in th is queue at 
the moment of its arrival are effectively served. The 
number of these packets is determined by all packets 
in queue 1, at the beginning of its arrival slot (potentially 
including class 2 packets which jumped to queue J , 
before the tagged packet arrive) and all class 1 packets 
that arrived before the tagged packet in its arrival slot. 
The delay, then, equals this waiting time arguments with 
the service time of the packet, which equals 1. This 
leads to expression (5.4.1 ). The p.g.f is defined as: 

d
1
(z) =E [z dt ] = F,(z) [ U,(z)+(z-1)U 1(0)] 

(5.4.2) 
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We have taken care of the fact that u l ,k and f1 ,k 
are uncorrelated (because the number of arrivals are 
i.i.d from slot- to- slot). 

The pgf f
1
(z) = E[zru] can be calculated by 

assuming that an arbitrary packet is more likely to arrive 
in large bulk (Bum 93). 

A,(z)-1 

(5.4.3) 

Using equation (5.3. 11 ) and (5.4.3) in (5.4.2) and 
solving we get: 

A/z)( l -A
1 
(z))A

1
(z)A

1
(z)A

1
(z)2A1(z) 

dl(z) = ----+ --- + 

+-----------------

d2 = [ uu - I ]+Bf a +A,m(z)+ J,, + 1 

BA
1
(z)-A

1
(z)x A

1
(Z)- I x, ... .[(z-1 )U,(O)U 2(z)] 

E[zt12] = 

"2(z- I) 1,/z- l) 

( 1-B)Ai"' (Z) B~((y(j3,z)- I )U(0,0)+11.on, U 1(y([).Z))] 

+ 

5!311./ l -A
1
(z))l ( 1-y(B.z))+ ~(y(B,z))(,.,-1 )] 

For the analys is of the packet delay of a class 2 
packet we consider logically equivalent to queuing 
system where all high- priority packet of queue 1 are 
stored in front of the packets of queue2, and let us tag 
an arbitrary class2 packets that arrives in the system. 
The time spend in the system equals: 

diz) = packets in service+ arrival of ,low priority 
packets that jump in queue I with probability B + 
interrupted packets in queue 2 + time spend in service 
of an ordinary Data 

~zAr(Y(~,z))("--r-1 )( 1-z) + A,_(z)(z-1 )] 

A.
1 

(1-z)y(B,z) (\
01
-l ) 
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+ lPA1 (A 1(2)- I ) (P.z)(y(P.z))A'"
1
y(P. I )] 

A~y(P- 1 )(z- 1 )A 
1
(z) 

(5.4.5) 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

The resulls obtained in the former sections are 
applied to an out-put queuing switch having inlets 
and N outlets. We assumed two types or traffic: traffic 
of class I is delay sensitive (for instance, voice) and 
traffic of class 2 i!-. assumed to be delay insensiti , e ( for 
instance. text data). The packet ;mivals on the inlets 
are generated by identical and independent processes 
with an-ival rate Ar. an an-iving packet is assumed to be 
a class j with probabi lity \O, ( 

1
A

1 
+ 

~\ =A./ The incoming packets are then routed to the 
output queue corresponding to their destination. The 
fig. 5. 1 shows the mean packet delay of both classes 
( when p = 0.05) as a function of the total load for a.= 
0.25. where a.= \ I A1 

Packet Delay, Vs Total An1val Rates 

.. 2 
it 
j 15 

! 1 
X 
L 05 

03 o, 0 5 0 6 07 0.8 

Total art1V2I rate 

Fig. 5.1 Arrival Rate Vs Packet Delays (HOL-DPJ) 
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From the Fig 5.1 we conclude that the priorit) 
scheduling for. low priority packets docs what it is 
designed for i.e. giving lower delay for high- prio1ity 
packeh d

1 
as compared to the delay for the low

priority packets d
2

• The parameter P can be chosen 
depending on the delay guarantees for both types of 
traffic. A low will highly farnrthe high- primity packet<,. 

CO CLUSION 

In thi!-. chapter. we hm·e analyzed a queuing system 
with HOL-DPJ priority schemes. A generating function 
approach is adopted, which led to expression!-. of 
performance measu re. such as mean of the system 
contents in the both queues and mean of packet dela) 
of bOLh types of packets. In real time system. de la) 
characteristics of delay-insen!-.iti ve traffic ( voice) arc 
more <;t1ingent than tho-;e of delay insensitive traffic 
(data). Thus we proposed a priori ty to delay sen!-. itive 
traffic o,erdelay insensitive traffic with discretionary 
priorit) jumps to reduce dela) for high sensiti ve data. 
Developed model shows that time delay for high 
sensiti,e traffic is less than non-sensitive traffic. 

SCOPEANDSUGGESTIO S FOR FUTURE 
INVESTIGATION 

As the performance evaluation of high-speed data 
networks has several dimensions. it was not possible 
to take care of all the aspects. In the present work 
some issues need further attention. In this we derived 
the expressions for mean packet delays of two types 
of traffic arrivals. Taking more traffic arrivals with 
interruption server mode can further extend of this 
model. Since in the present communication scenario 
multiply system (Integrated Digital Networks) is 
excess;i\'ely used for real-time systems. therefore. the 
extension of the model can create a framework for 
future research. 
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